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Abstract18

Jupiter’s upper atmosphere is ⇠700 K hotter than predicted based on solar extreme19

ultraviolet heating alone. The reason for this still remains a mystery and is known as the20

‘energy crisis’. It is thought that the interaction between Jupiter and its dynamic magneto-21

sphere plays a vital role in heating its atmosphere to the observed temperatures. Here, we22

present a new model of Jupiter’s MIT coupled system where we couple a three-dimensional23

atmospheric general circulation model to an axisymmetric magnetosphere model. We24

find that the model temperatures are on average ⇠60 K, with a maximum of ⇠200 K,25

hotter than the model’s two-dimensional predecessor making our high-latitude temper-26

atures comparable to the lower limit of observations. Stronger meridional winds now27

transport more heat from the auroral region to the equator increasing the equatorial tem-28

peratures. However, despite this increase, the modelled equatorial temperatures are still29

100s of Kelvin colder than observed. We use this model as an intermediate step towards30

a three-dimensional atmospheric model coupled to a realistic magnetosphere model with31

zonal and radial variation.32

1 Introduction33

The solar system’s giant planets all have very hot upper atmospheres. Their atmo-34

spheres are much hotter than would be expected if they were heated primarily by solar35

extreme ultraviolet radiation (EUV) like the terrestrial upper atmosphere. Jupiter’s thermo-36

sphere is ⇠700 K (⇠4.5⇥) hotter than predicted [e.g Strobel and Smith, 1973; Sei� et al.,37

1998; Yelle and Miller, 2004]. The other giant planets Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune are38

respectively ⇠2.5⇥, ⇠5.8⇥, and ⇠4.5⇥ hotter than predicted. This is known as the giant39

planet energy crisis. To date, we still cannot explain the source of these high temperatures40

despite many attempts. The high thermospheric temperatures at Jupiter are thought to be41

caused by i) the interaction between its upper atmosphere and magnetosphere via Joule42

heating [Waite et al., 1983; Millward et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2005], ion drag [Miller43

et al., 2000; Millward et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2005] and particle precipitation – be it44

auroral [Waite et al., 1983; Grodent et al., 2001] or mid- and low-latitude [Yelle and Miller,45

2004]; ii) the breaking of acoustic and/or gravity waves in the upper atmosphere [Young46

et al., 1997; Matcheva and Strobel, 1999; Hickey et al., 2000; Schubert et al., 2003]; or iii)47

by some combination of both. The Galileo probe’s descent into Jupiter’s atmosphere re-48

mains the only potential in situ evidence of Jovian atmospheric waves [Young et al., 1997].49

Combined with the fact that such waves are di�cult to detect remotely it is complicated to50

quantify and confirm the plethora of waves and wave modes that can be sustained within51

Jupiter’s atmosphere. Recently, Müller-Wodarg et al. [2019] discovered atmospheric waves52

present in Saturn’s thermosphere. The authors found that these waves may be damped and53

as such could enhance the eddy friction resulting in an increase in atmospheric tempera-54

ture. Due to the similarity between Jupiter and Saturn such damped waves could also be55

present in the Jovian system and should be considered in future studies. In this study, we56

therefore focus solely on the magnetospheric interaction.57

The interaction between a planet’s upper atmosphere, consisting of an ionosphere58

embedded in a neutral thermosphere, and magnetosphere is known as magnetosphere-59

ionosphere-thermosphere (MIT) coupling. This coupled system is investigated using nu-60

merical models, where the neutral atmosphere is represented by a general circulation model61

(GCM) which is coupled to either a simplified model representing the currents in the62

magnetosphere-ionosphere (MI) system [Smith and Aylward, 2009; Tao et al., 2009, 2010,63

2014; Ray et al., 2015; Yates et al., 2012, 2014; Yates et al., 2018] or by imposing electric64

fields directly into the thermospheric GCM [Achilleos et al., 1998, 2001; Bougher et al.,65

2005; Majeed et al., 2005, 2009, 2016; Millward et al., 2002, 2005]. The Jovian Iono-66

sphere Model (JIM) (Achilleos and Millward) and the Jupiter Thermospheric GCM (JT-67

GCM) (Bougher and Majeed) are models which investigated the 3D dynamics and chem-68
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istry of Jupiter’s upper atmosphere and its MIT coupling. The JIM model was the first69

Jovian 3D MIT coupling model employing an o�set tilted dipole magnetic field model and70

an Earth-like parameterization of Jupiter’s ionospheric electric field. JIM investigated the71

creation of Jupiter’s ionosphere within the auroral region and how ionospheric ion motion72

influenced the thermospheric neutrals. JTGCM simulates MIT coupling by using terres-73

trial parameterizations of ion drag and Joule heating and ion drifts generated using a con-74

vection electric field model based on Voyager measurements. Joule heating is then scaled75

down until the model reproduces the observed temperatures. Both JIM and JTGCM model76

how the neutral winds are modified by their coupling with Jupiter’s ionospheric ions and77

the resulting re-distribution of heat from the auroral regions to lower latitudes. The re-78

sulting neutral flows amount to a sub-corotational (westward) zonal jet at high-latitudes,79

equatorward high-altitude flows and poleward flows in the high-latitude and low-altitude80

thermosphere. JTGCM’s flows are, however, very asymmetric in coverage and speeds due81

to their use of the VIP4 [Connerney et al., 1998] magnetic field model instead of a simple82

tilted-dipole field, and some may argue that this is more realistic.83

The 3D models presented above impose magnetospheric forcing in the polar regions84

but do not self-consistently couple the magnetosphere to the upper atmosphere. Self-85

consistently coupling the magnetosphere and ionosphere-thermosphere allows the field-86

aligned currents to a�ect the magnetospheric convection electric field and magnetospheric87

plasma. A series of models were subsequently developed to self-consistently include such88

coupling. Due to the complexity of such coupling the models were designed to initially89

be axisymmetric. The Smith and Aylward [2009]; Tao et al. [2009]; Ray et al. [2015] and90

Yates et al. [2014] models all consist of a one-dimensional (1D) magnetosphere model91

self-consistently coupled to a two-dimensional (2D) atmospheric GCM. Of all the 2D cou-92

pled MIT models, only the Tao et al., models could reproduce atmospheric temperatures93

comparable to those observed at all latitudes by including heating terms due to acoustic94

waves as parameterized by Schubert et al. [2003]. The other 2D models did not include95

heating due to acoustic wave breaking for reasons given above. This means that their tem-96

peratures, particularly at equatorial latitudes, were modelled to be much lower (⇠300 K)97

than observed (⇠900 K). It is worth noting that the Smith et al., model can reproduce the98

observed temperatures if the authors include an extra, low-latitude, Joule heating term due99

to fluctuating electric fields. Regarding neutral dynamics, the suite of 2D models found100

similar flow cells to those found using the 3D models albeit with generally lower merid-101

ional velocities. Most MIT coupling studies assume that the system is in quasi-equilibrium102

(or steady state). The works of Yates et al. [2014]; Tao et al. [2014]; Yates et al. [2018]103

were the first to include time-dependence outside of the thermospheric GCM by either104

having a time-dependent magnetospheric size [Yates et al., 2014; Yates et al., 2018] or105

solar EUV flux [Tao et al., 2014]. Including variable solar EUV fluxes (factors of one106

to three) results in moderate thermospheric temperature (⇠10 K) and neutral velocity107

(⇠20%) increases while large changes in magnetospheric size (⇠40 RJ ; Jovian radii with108

1 RJ = 71492 km) lead to temperature variations of a few tens of Kelvin. Moreover, vary-109

ing the size of the magnetosphere leads to an increase in equatorward transport of heat110

which is typically prohibited in the steady-state simulations pertaining to Jupiter and Sat-111

urn [e.g. Smith and Aylward, 2008, 2009]. If we exclude the e�ect of wave heating, the112

time-dependent additions discussed above have been unable to reproduce the observed113

temperatures despite adding considerable complexity to the MIT coupling models.114

This study presents results from a newly developed Jovian 3D thermospheric GCM115

self-consistently coupled to a 1D magnetosphere model. We describe our coupled model116

including its limitations in section 2 and present our simulation results while comparing117

them to its 2D progenitor model [Yates et al., 2014] in section 3. In section 4 we discuss118

how the new model compares to available observations and previous Jovian 3D models .119

We summarize and conclude in section 5.120
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2 Model description121

The coupled magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere steady-state model presented122

here is largely based on that presented in numerous studies [e.g. Smith and Aylward, 2009;123

Yates et al., 2014; Ray et al., 2015] and as such we will briefly summarize the model be-124

low and introduce the new components that have been added for this study.125

2.1 Thermosphere model126

The thermosphere model here is a GCM solving the full time-dependent non-linear127

three-dimensional (3D) Navier-Stokes equations of energy, momentum and continuity,128

using explicit time integration [Müller-Wodarg et al., 2006] and a time-step of 3s. The129

model has been developed from the 2.5D (2.5D because zonal gradients in the Navier-130

Stokes equations are not included) azimuthally symmetric GCM of Smith and Aylward131

[2009] to fully include the third dimension. Our new model solves the Navier-Stokes equa-132

tions in a spherical-pressure coordinate system, providing time dependent distributions of133

thermospheric wind, temperature and energy. The horizontal (zonal and meridional) mo-134

mentum, energy and continuity equations which we solve can be found in Achilleos et al.135

[1998] or Müller-Wodarg et al. [2006]. We assume hydrostatic equilibrium in our model136

so the full vertical momentum equation is not solved. Our model is resolved on a 0.2� lat-137

itude, 10� longitude and 0.4 pressure scale height grid, with a lower boundary at 2µbar138

(300 km above the 1 bar (B) level) and an upper boundary at 0.02 nbar.139

2.2 Ionosphere model140

The ionosphere model we employ is the same as that described in Yates et al. [2014]141

and Yates et al. [2018]. The model is separated into two parts: i) a vertical part describing142

the relative change of conductivity with altitude [Grodent et al., 2001]; and ii) a horizontal143

part, that scales the vertical conductivity profiles such that the height-integrated Pedersen144

conductance ⌃P is equal to the fixed values which we prescribe. The only di�erence be-145

tween this ionospheric model and that in Yates et al. [2018] is that here we have day-night146

variation in ⌃P . In this 3D model we have four fixed conductance regions:147

1. polar regions (|✓ | > 74�) with ⌃P = 0.2 mho [Isbell et al., 1984];148

2. auroral region (|✓ | = 60 � 74�) with ⌃P = 0.5 mho [Nichols, 2011; Yates et al.,149

2014];150

3. day-side low latitude region (�60�  ✓  60�) with ⌃P = 0.0275 mho [Hill, 1980];151

4. night-side low latitude region (�60�  ✓  60�) with ⌃P = 0.0 mho.152

The conductance in the night-side low latitude (region 4 above) region is set to zero.153

The conductivity model employed in this study basically consists of conductances due to154

solar EUV radiation (region 3) and enhancements due to particle precipitation in the high-155

latitude regions (regions 1 and 2). Solar EUV does not reach the night-side ionosphere156

and so the conductance at low-latitudes depends on the lifetime of the ionospheric species157

and whether low-latitude particle precipitation is present. For simplicity, we assume that158

there is no low-latitude particle precipitation and that the lifetime of ionospheric species159

is small enough so that there is zero conductance on the night-side. This assumption does160

not influence the atmosphere as such as is investigated in this study. A future study will161

incorporate a more realistic night-side ionospheric conductance.162

2.3 Magnetosphere model163

We use the same magnetosphere model described in Smith and Aylward [2009];164

Yates et al. [2012, 2014]; Yates et al. [2018] which is based on the works of Nichols and165

Cowley [2004]; Cowley et al. [2005] and Cowley et al. [2007]. The model is axisymmet-166
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ric, aligned with Jupiter’s rotation axis and solves for the magnetospheric plasma angular167

velocity. Additionally, it allows for the magnetic mappping between the magnetosphere168

and ionosphere. This mapping is achieved by assuming that surfaces of constant flux func-169

tion form shells of magnetic field lines with common magnetospheric equatorial radial170

distances ⇢e and ionospheric co-latitude ✓i . As such, one can equate the ionospheric flux171

function Fi(✓i) with its magnetospheric equivalent Fe(⇢e) (magnetic flux integrated be-172

tween a given ⇢e and infinity) giving173

Fi(✓i) = BJ R2
i
sin2✓i = Fe(⇢e). (1)

Where BJ = 426 400 nT [Connerney et al., 1998] and is the equatorial magnetic field174

strength at the planet’s surface. Ri is the ionospheric radius which for this study we set175

to RJ . Fe(⇢e) (and the corresponding equatorial magnetic field) are taken from Nichols176

and Cowley [2004].177

2.4 Coupled Magnetosphere-Ionosphere-Thermosphere model178

Our three model components are coupled as shown in Fig. 1a. The atmospheric179

module solves the time-dependent Navier-Stokes equations before passing an “e�ective"180

thermospheric angular velocity ⌦T to the magnetosphere module. ⌦T is the weighted181

average of all the horizontal winds and is the thermospheric neutral velocity that the182

magnetosphere sees (see Smith and Aylward [2008, 2009] for details on how this is cal-183

culated). The magnetosphere module solves for the steady-state magnetospheric plasma184

angular velocity ⌦M using the Hill-Pontius equation [Hill, 1979; Pontius and Hill, 1982;185

Pontius, 1997] which balances the torque between the outward di�usion of iogenic plasma186

in the magnetosphere and the J ⇥ B force associated with magnetosphere-ionosphere cur-187

rents [Yates et al., 2012]. These two angular velocities combined with the height-integrated188

Pedersen conductance from the ionosphere module enable us to self-consistently determine189

the MI coupling currents and the resultant heating of the atmosphere due to the magne-190

tospheric interaction. The full details on how these modules are coupled together can be191

found in Smith and Aylward [2009]; Yates et al. [2012, 2014] and Ray et al. [2015]. In this192

new 3D model the northern and southern magnetospheric hemispheres are solved sepa-193

rately and then combined in the thermosphere module. We also only couple the noon lo-194

cal time / longitude gridpoints of the thermosphere to our magnetosphere model and then195

impose the resulting magnetospheric currents to the other longitudes of the thermosphere.196

The noon local time coupling is schematically shown in Fig. 1b. The limitations of our197

current approach are discussed below.198

2.5 Limitations of the current model202

Given that this model is built on the previous models of Smith and Aylward [e.g.203

2009]; Yates et al. [e.g. 2014] it also shares some of their limitations. We begin by briefly204

describing some of the common limitations before discussing limitations which are partic-205

ular to the current model.206

1. Using fixed Pedersen conductances in the auroral region (±60�74� latitude). Works207

by Yates et al. [2012, 2014] have shown that using a fixed Pedersen conductance,208

instead of a variable one, in this region does not significantly alter the local ther-209

mospheric dynamics and heating if we consider perfect coupling between the iono-210

sphere and magnetosphere i.e. there are no field-aligned potential (FAP) drops. We211

also employ a fixed, albeit smaller, Pedersen conductance polewards of the auroral212

region. The ionosphere and precipitating particles in this region are only recently213

being investigated by Jupiter’s polar orbiting Juno spacecraft which will undoubt-214

edly shed light on the conditions in this relatively unexplored region of Jupiter’s215
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Figure 1. a) Diagram representing our coupled magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere model. b)
Schematic showing the separate magnetosphere models for each magnetic hemisphere which couple to
the thermosphere model.

199

200

201

upper atmosphere and high-latitude magnetosphere. The day- and night-side equa-216

torial regions have little, if any, MI coupling there so having a fixed conductivity in217

these regions will not influence the coupled model.218

2. Using a fixed magnetospheric plasma angular velocity profile mapping to Jupiter’s219

outer magnetosphere (±74 � 80� latitude) and polar cap (> ±80� latitude). We220

employ fixed estimates of Jupiter’s magnetospheric plasma flow (based on works221

by Isbell et al. [1984] and Cowley et al. [2005]) in these regions due to the limited222

amount of measurements taken in Jupiter’s distant magnetosphere. Recent work223

by Johnson et al. [2017] has shown that there is a strongly sub-corotating (⇠ <224

20%) ion flow region possibly mapping to the distant magnetosphere. Therefore,225

we continue to use these fixed flow assumptions to allow comparison with older226

models and until further observations are available.227

3. No field-aligned potential (FAP) development. In this work we do not allow for228

the development of FAP drops resulting in the decoupling between the ionospheric229

and magnetospheric flows - we assume perfect MI coupling. Work by Ray et al.230

[2015] was the first to include FAPs in a MIT coupling model and found that neu-231

tral temperatures and flows were changed by a few percent when compared to the232

same MIT model without FAPs. The variation in the Pedersen conductance due to233

its self-consistent formulation was found to have a greater influence on the thermo-234

sphere.235

Our model uses a full 3D thermospheric GCM and ideally this would be coupled236

to a full 3D magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) magnetosphere model but this is currently too237

computationally expensive to carry out any feasible studies. Simplifications of the MIT238

system therefore need to be made to allow for reasonable computation times. As discussed239

in section 2.4, our approach is to couple our axisymmetric magnetosphere model [based240

on Yates et al., 2014] to the noon local time (LT) slice of the thermosphere assuming that241

the magnetosphere is aligned with Jupiter’s rotation axis. We solve for the northern and242

southern magnetosphere separately before combining the results in the thermosphere. We243

then project and impose the magnetospheric output at all other LT/longitudes. The result244

is a 3D GCM coupled to a magnetosphere with no zonal variation. This is not physically245

realistic as Jupiter’s magnetosphere shows much local time variation [e.g. Khurana, 2001;246

Ray et al., 2014; Connerney et al., 2018]. However, we do believe this model to be a suit-247

able intermediate step-towards a more comprehensive and self-consistent 3D MIT coupled248

model. It allows us to investigate the influence of gradually increasing the complexity of249

the coupled system.250
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2.6 Angular velocity profiles251

In this study we present two simulations, one using a two-dimensional atmosphere252

model [Yates et al., 2014] and the other using the new three-dimensional atmospheric253

GCM described above. Both simulations employ a magnetodisc size of 65 RJ with all254

parameters kept equal. The simulations have been run for 500 rotations and have achieved255

steady-state.256

The normalized thermospheric and magnetospheric angular velocities discussed257

above are plotted as a function of atmospheric latitude in Fig. 2. Solid lines show the258

new 3D output and dashed lines show 2D output from Yates et al. [2014] for comparison.259

Thermospheric angular velocities are shown in blue and purple lines while magnetospheric260

angular velocities are shown in red and yellow lines. Magnetospheric angular velocities261

essentially remain unchanged between the 2D and 3D models due to the similarities in the262

magnetosphere model. The thermospheric angular velocities however di�er, particularly263

for latitudes polewards of 75�. These polar regions sub-corotate to a larger degree in the264

3D simulation compared to the 2D one until ⇠86� where 3D velocities increase to ⇠70%265

of corotation. This highlights the di�erence between using an axisymmetric atmospheric266

GCM and a full 3D one which will be discussed in more detail below.267

Figure 2. 3D (solid lines) and 2D (dashed lines) thermospheric (blue and purple lines) and magnetospheric
(red and yellow lines) angular velocity profiles as a function of latitude.

268

269

3 Simulation results: 3D and 2D comparison270

3.1 Atmospheric dynamics271

Fig. 3 compares neutral wind velocities between our new 3D (Figs. 3d-f) simula-272

tion and an equivalent 2D northern hemisphere (Figs. 3a-c) steady-state simulation [Yates273

et al., 2014]. Figs. 3 a, d show the zonal (east-west) winds in the corotation frame as a274

function of pressure and latitude. Figs. 3 b, e show meridional (north-south) winds and275

Figs. 3 c, f show vertical (up-down) winds respectively as a function of pressure and lat-276

itude. The structure of the neutral winds remains almost unchanged between our 2D and277

3D simulations. The 3D zonal winds show strong sub-corotating (blue colors) jets in the278

polar regions (latitudes >75�) and also weaker sub-corotating jets at mid-latitudes. Super-279

corotating (black contour) jets are also seen at low altitudes in each simulation. In our 2D280

simulation the winds are more corotational (sub-corotating and super-corotating to a lesser281
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degree). The meridional winds consist of strong poleward flows (blue) at high latitudes282

and low altitudes. At high altitudes most of the flows are equatorward. The main di�er-283

ences between our 2D and 3D simulations is that the mid-altitude, high-latitude equa-284

torward 3D flow is much stronger (⇠2⇥) than the 2D model meaning that mid-altitude285

winds can transport heat equatorwards. Vertical winds are very similar in both simula-286

tions but the upward winds in the poles are much stronger (⇠2.75⇥) in the 3D simulation.287

The faster 3D winds lead to the averaged thermospheric angular velocity profiles shown288

in Fig. 2. In particular, the angular velocity profile polewards of ⇠85� shows that neutral289

winds are significantly faster than in the 2D simulation and approach ⇠0.7⌦J at the poles.290

In the 3D simulation, eastwards (corotational) fictitious (Coriolis and curvature) forces291

are unopposed at low altitudes beyond 75�, this accelerates the neutrals towards corota-292

tion and given that this low altitude region has a stronger weighting in the ⌦T calculations293

due to its higher ionospheric conductances [see Smith and Aylward, 2009] compared to al-294

titudes above, the integrated average ⌦T profile shows much faster winds near the poles.295

The large flow shears near the poles require faster vertical winds in order to maintain hy-296

drostatic equilibrium.297

Figure 3. 2D (top row) and 3D (bottom row) neutral winds as a function of pressure and latitude. a)
and d) show azimuthal (east-west) velocities in the corotating frame. Black contours enclose regions of
super-corotation greater than 25 m s�1 and white contours enclose regions of sub-corotation slower than
-2500 m s�1. b) and e) show meridional (north-south) velocities where equatorward (poleward) flows are pos-
itive (negative). c) and f) show vertical velocities with upwards (downwards) flows being positive (negative).

298

299

300

301

302

Figs. 4a, c show neutral temperature as a function of pressure and latitude for the303

2D and 3D simulation respectively. Fig. 4b shows the 3D temperature as a function of lat-304

itude and local time (LT) at the top pressure level of the model (0.02 nbar). The arrows305

indicate the direction of the horizontal winds. In addition, Fig. 4d shows the vertical ther-306

mal structure for our 2D (dashed colored lines) and 3D (solid colored lines) simulations307

at various latitudes (see figure legend) compared with the Galileo probe measurements308

shown in black line.309

From Figs. 4a and c we see that the latitudinal and vertical structure remains rela-310

tively unchanged between our 2D and 3D models i.e. hot polar regions with a cold equa-311

tor. The polar hotspots arise from the advection of Joule heating and ion drag energy312

near the model auroral zone (⇠74�) towards the poles by strong meridional winds [e.g.313

Smith and Aylward, 2008, 2009; Tao et al., 2009; Yates et al., 2012; Ray et al., 2015]. These314

rapid poleward winds also lead to up-welling of neutrals just equatoward of the auroral315
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zone which are cooled adiabatically creating a relatively cold spot. Adiabatic heating from316

down-welling at the poles and vertical advection also contribute to the polar hotspots.317

The cold equatorial regions result from the lack of low-latitude heat sources (in the cur-318

rent model setup) and the ‘ion drag fridge’ e�ect discussed by Smith et al. [2007]; Smith319

and Aylward [2008] which gives rise to the strong low-altitude poleward flows discussed320

above. This e�ect confines heat from the magnetospheric interaction into the polar regions321

while essentially cooling the mid-to-low latitudes. Fig. 4b shows the hot pole and cold322

equator . In particular, it shows the minimal e�ect, compared to other heat sources, of so-323

lar radiation in heating the Jovian upper thermosphere.324

The only di�erence between the two simulations is that the 3D atmosphere is hot-325

ter than the 2D one, at mid and high latitudes. In fact, the maximum temperature in the326

3D simulation is ⇠200 K hotter than the 2D one (see also Fig. 4d). The increase in tem-327

perature is due to a number of factors including, but not limited to, the faster wind speeds328

being able to redistribute more heat (including to mid and low latitudes), the increased329

heating rates (compared to 2D) at polar mid-altitudes and auroral latitudes, and additional330

zonal advection terms – albeit this is local time dependent.331

In Fig. 4d we see the improvement achieved with this new 3D simulation (compared332

to the 2D one) in increasing the temperature of Jupiter’s upper atmosphere. Despite this,333

there is still a large discrepancy at equatorial latitudes. This suggests that the current as-334

sumptions employed here and in much of the recent literature are still inadequate and that335

these need to be removed and/or amended to explain the observations.336
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3.2 Coupling currents and auroral emission342

The currents responsible for coupling Jupiter’s atmosphere and magnetosphere can343

be approximated to a three-current circuit: i) the Pedersen current in the ionosphere, ii)344

the radial current in the magnetosphere, and iii) the field-aligned current (FAC) com-345

pleting the circuit. The Pedersen current is directed equatorwards and Eq. 2 gives the346

azimuthally-integrated Pedersen current IP(✓i) [e.g Cowley et al., 2007; Smith and Aylward,347

2009] representing the total current in each hemisphere.348

IP(✓i) = 2⇡⇢i⌃PE✓, (2)

where ⇢i is the perpendicular distance to the planet’s magnetic/rotation axis, and E✓ =349

Bi⇢i (⌦T �⌦M ) is the meridional electric field in the rest frame of the neutrals. Bi (=350

2BJ) is the magnitude of the radial ionospheric magnetic field . Radial currents are di-351

rected radially outwards in the magnetodiscand FACs connect the ionosphere to magne-352

tosphere. FACs are responsible for angular momentum and energy transfer between the353

ionosphere and magnetosphere. The FAC density at the ionosphere is given by354

j | |i(✓i) = � 1
2⇡R2

i
sin ✓i

dIP
d✓i
. (3)

Fig. 5a compares the FAC density profiles in the 3D simulation (blue line) with the355

2D simulation (orange line). Fig. 5b shows the corresponding brightness of the UV au-356

roral emission associated with these FACs. Auroral emissions are calculated from the pre-357

cipitating electron energy flux assuming that 1 mW m�2 = 10 kR as described by Yates358

et al. [2014] [based on the works of Knight, 1973; Lundin and Sandahl, 1978; Cowley359

et al., 2007] in order to allow for comparison. However, it is worth noting that recent Juno360

observations [Ebert et al., 2019] have found that the above relationship between downward361

energy flux and auroral emission is not always true across the auroral region, or would362

require a deeper understanding of Jupiter electron acceleration region363

The FAC density profiles show regions of strong upward FACs maximizing at 74�.364

Upward FACs mean downward propagating electrons which collide with atmospheric neu-365

trals and result in UV emission. These upward FACs therefore correspond to the large366

peaks in auroral emission shown in Fig. 5b which represent the main auroral oval in our367

coupled MIT model. The regions of upward FAC are immediately followed by strong368

downward FACs indicating the return current. With the present model, no emission is369

expected in this region. Even further poleward, our model has another region of upward370

FACs and corresponding UV emission but with much smaller magnitude than that of the371

main oval. This region corresponds to the boundary between our model’s outer magne-372

tosphere (or cushion region) and the polar cap (open field region). The magnetospheric373

flows in this region are not well constrained by observations so the currents and emissions374

are susceptible to the values we prescribe for plasma flow and ionospheric conductances375

here. The maximum upward FAC in the 3D simulation is ⇠90 % that of the 2D simula-376

tion. This di�erence is caused by the shear between the neutral and plasma angular veloc-377

ities being larger around ⇠74� latitude in the 2D simulation than in the 3D one because378

of the 3D neutral winds sub-corotating to a larger degree in this region (see Fig. 2). The379

corresponding maximum auroral emissions amount to UV brightnesses of ⇠270 kR for380

our 3D simulation and ⇠340 kR for the 2D one with total integrated powers of ⇠2 TW381

and ⇠2.5 TW respectively. These emissions are of similar order-of-magnitude to obser-382

vations and the integrated powers are comparable to recent observations taken using the383

Hubble Space Telescope (HST) [e.g. 1-3 TW in Grodent et al., 2018] , the Hisaki space384

telescope [e.g. ⇠1.3 TW up to ⇠11 TW Tao et al., 2018], and the UVS instrument [Glad-385

stone et al., 2017a] onboard the Juno spacecraft [e.g. 2-3 TW in Gladstone et al., 2017b].386
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Figure 5. Ionospheric field-aligned current density (a) and auroral ultraviolet (UV) emission (b) is shown
as a function of latitude. 2D and 3D current/emission are represented by the orange and blue lines respec-
tively. . The dashed line in (b) shows the limit of detectability of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST).

387

388

389

3.3 Atmospheric energetics390

We also examine the energy transferred from Jupiter’s deep rotation to its upper391

atmosphere and magnetosphere. The power per unit area available due to Jupiter’s rota-392

tion is given by P, this can be subdivided into the power used to accelerate sub-corotating393

plasma within Jupiter’s magnetosphere PM and the power dissipated within Jupiter’s upper394

atmosphere consisting of Joule heating PJH and ion drag PID.395

P = ⌦J⌧,

PJH = (⌦T �⌦M )⌧, (4)
PID = (⌦J �⌦T )⌧, (5)
PM = ⌦M⌧, (6)

where ⌧ = ⇢iiPBi is the torque exerted by the J ⇥ B force per unit area of the ionosphere.396

iP = IP/(2⇡⇢i) and is the Pedersen current density.397

Fig. 6a shows the integrated ion drag (light blue), Joule heating (light green), mag-403

netospheric (orange) and total (gold) power per hemisphere for the 2D simulation (north-404

ern hemisphere) along with the northern hemisphere in the 3D simulation. Immediately405

obvious is that the powers in the 2D simulation are larger than each 3D hemisphere. Ion406

drag, Joule heating and magnetospheric powers are respectively ⇠1.06⇥, ⇠1.8⇥ and ⇠1.2⇥407

larger in the 2D simulation than the 3D. The di�erences between the 3D and 2D simu-408

lations are primarily due to the di�erence in neutral angular velocity between the two.409

As shown in Figs. 2, 3a and 3d, the neutral winds between 73�86� latitude sub-corotate410

to a much larger degree in the 3D simulation leading to smaller Pedersen currents (and411

torques) in the ionosphere. This large region of sub-cororating neutral flow maps to re-412

gions of the magnetosphere whose flows are prescribed in our model ( for details see413

section 2.5 or Yates et al. [2012] ) suggesting that these changes are purely due to atmo-414

spheric e�ects and the added momentum and energy terms in the 3D simulation. Fig. 6b415

shows the fraction of power in atmospheric regions mapping to the magnetodisc (55.4 -416

74.2� latitude shown in blue), outer magnetosphere (74.2 -79.8� latitude shown in gold)417

and polar cap (79.8 - 90� latitude shown in red). The fraction of power used in the outer418

magnetosphere is similar for both 2D and 3D simulations. The di�erences lie in the power419

used in the magnetodisc and polar cap regions where the 3D simulation uses ⇠7% more420

power in the magnetodisc and ⇠5% less power in the polar cap. From Fig. 6b we see that421
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Figure 6. a) shows integrated ion drag (light blue), Joule heating (light green), magnetospheric (orange)
and total (gold) power per hemisphere for the 2D model and the northern hemisphere of the 3D model. b)
shows the fraction of total integrated power mapping to the magnetodisc (55.4 - 74.2� latitude shown in blue),
outer magnetosphere (74.2 -79.8� latitude shown in gold) and polar cap (79.8 - 90� latitude shown in red)
regions of the magnetosphere.
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approximately 60 � 70% of power extracted from Jupiter’s rotation is consumed within422

atmospheric regions where we prescribe the plasma flows. In order to understand how423

Jupiter’s atmosphere is heated we must gain better understanding of the plasma flows in424

the high-latitude ionosphere which map to the distant magnetosphere.425

4 Discussion426

4.1 Comparison with observations427

4.1.1 Neutral temperatures428

There are many in situ observations of Jupiter’s magnetosphere. On the other hand,429

Jupiter’s atmosphere has only one set of in situ observations by NASA’s Galileo Probe430

(see black line in Fig. 4d and/or Sei� et al. [1998]). All other observations of Jupiter’s at-431

mosphere are remote (space- or Earth-based telescopes). Temperatures of Jupiter’s upper432

atmosphere can be inferred remotely from auroral observations at infrared (IR) and ul-433

traviolet (UV) wavelengths [e.g. Yelle et al., 1996; Lam et al., 1997; Stallard et al., 2002;434

Raynaud et al., 2004; Lystrup et al., 2008; Adriani et al., 2017; Moore et al., 2017; Johnson435

et al., 2018; Kita et al., 2018; Migliorini et al., 2019]. Using IR emission from the iono-436

spheric H+3 ion, Jupiter’s thermospheric temperature is observed to range from ⇠400 K437

at 300 km (above the 1 bar level) and increasing to between ⇠900 K and ⇠1400 K at al-438

titudes �700 km, with larger temperatures located at higher latitudes [e.g. Moore et al.,439

2017; Johnson et al., 2018; Migliorini et al., 2019].440

Comparison of our model neutral temperatures to those observed can be split into441

two regions:442

1. The polar thermosphere (�74�): Here, our model achieved its maximum temper-443

ature of 878 K at low polar altitudes (⇠500 km). Our model temperatures then444

decrease with increasing altitude to ⇠450 K. This is contrary to expectations and445

available observations. This temperature inversion is likely caused by the lack of446

(or weak) energy sources at high altitudes within our model. The heat in this re-447

gion is transported towards the equator by the high altitude equatorward winds. The448

higher model temperatures in this polar region are comparable to the lower limit of449
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the observed high-latitude temperatures but at higher altitudes our model tempera-450

tures are at most 50% of those observed.451

2. The mid-to-low latitude thermosphere (<74�): The high-altitude temperature max-452

imums vary from ⇠320 K at the equator to ⇠480 K at 70�. These maximums are453

approximately a factor-of-two times smaller than the mid-to-low latitude tem-454

peratures derived by O’Donoghue et al. [2016] at altitudes between 600 km and455

1000 km. At low altitudes these temperatures have an average of ⇠290 K with a456

base of 260 K at the lower boundary (equivalent to 300 km above the 1 bar level).457

These temperatures are ⇠100 � 200 K smaller than those determined at 300 km by458

Migliorini et al. [2019]. Compared to the Galileo Probe measurements, our equato-459

rial model temperatures are similar only at altitudes lower than 400 km; at higher460

altitudes our equatorial temperatures are ⇠100 � 600 K smaller than measured.461

The di�erences between the model temperatures and observations act to highlight462

that there is still much work to be done in being able to reproduce the observations. Other463

sources of heat, such as wave heating [Tao et al., 2009; Müller-Wodarg et al., 2019], need464

to be included the model as well as a better understanding of the distant magnetospheric465

plasma flows.466

4.1.2 Neutral winds467

In addition to estimating thermospheric neutral temperatures, Jupiter’s auroral IR468

emission can be used to determine the line-of-sight velocity of H+3 ions (Jupiter’s main469

ionospheric constituent) using the Doppler shift technique [e.g. Stallard et al., 2001; Chaufray470

et al., 2011; Johnson et al., 2017]. The works of Stallard and Johnson find regions where471

the ionosphere is super-corotating between ⇠0.5 � 1 km s�1 and regions where it is sub-472

corotating between ⇠1 � 2 km s�1. Chaufray et al. [2011] however only found ionospheric473

winds sub-corotating at ⇠3 km s�1. Additionally, Chaufray et al., estimated neutral wind474

velocities in Jupiter’s thermosphere using IR emissions from H2; these were found to be475

of order ⇠1 km s�1 suggesting that the neutral thermosphere rotates faster than the iono-476

sphere. The authors do note that more simultaneous neutral and ion wind measurements477

are needed to fully understand the system.478

Our new 3D model obtains both super- and sub-corotating neutral winds and ion/plasma479

angular velocities. The neutral zonal winds achieve velocities between ⇠0.25 km s�1 (super-480

corotating) and ⇠�2.7 km s�1 (sub-corotating). We do not calculate ionospheric ion winds481

using the ion momentum equation but instead calculate the plasma angular velocity (using482

the Hill-Pontius equation described in section 2.4) within the magnetosphere and assume483

that the ionospheric plasma angular velocity is the same. In order to use this method, the484

magnetosphere interacts with an ‘e�ective’ neutral thermosphere and therefore an ‘e�ec-485

tive’ neutral angular velocity ⌦T which is dependent on both the zonal and meridional486

neutral winds. The plasma angular velocity up to the auroral region ⇠74� tracks ⌦T very487

well albeit being a little smaller. Our model neutral and plasma velocities are comparable488

to those in the above observational studies up to the auroral oval region. Poleward of this489

region, our plasma flows are prescribed to rotate at a small fraction of Jupiter’s rotation490

velocity as is shown in Fig. 2. The polar region neutral flows are strongly influenced by491

these prescribed flows and should be interpreted with a degree of scepticism. However, we492

note that the line-of-sight velocity of H+3 ions observed by Johnson et al. [2017] in their493

UV-dark region shows flows which are near stationary (<20% of ⌦J ). If we assume that494

the UV-dark region applies to a “polar cap” type region then these observations add cre-495

dence to our use of small plasma velocities. Nevertheless, more observations of Jupiter’s496

polar ionosphere and outer magnetosphere are needed to further constrain the ionospheric497

flows and NASA’s Juno [Bolton et al., 2017] can shed some light on this poorly under-498

stood region.499
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4.2 Comparison with other Jovian 3D models500

There are a few 3D Jovian upper atmospheric models which investigate Jupiter’s501

MIT coupling (JIM and JTGCM). These models do not self-consistently couple the up-502

per atmosphere to the magnetosphere but instead impose electric and magnetic fields, and503

MI coupling parameterizations onto the atmospheric model. They do however include de-504

tailed atmospheric chemistry and therefore include a somewhat realistic ionosphere. In505

contrast, the new model described in section 2 includes MIT coupling self-consistently in506

addition to solving the atmospheric neutral momentum and energy equations. It however,507

includes only a simplified conductivity parameterization representing Jupiter’s ionosphere.508

The di�erences in the ionospheric components of these models result in di�erent values509

of Pedersen conductances which is important in MIT coupling [e.g. Ray et al., 2015]. The510

JIM [Millward et al., 2002] model conductances are comparable (1� 3⇥) to those used in511

this study but conductances in JTGCM [Bougher et al., 2005] are ⇠10⇥ higher than those512

employed here. Furthermore, we assume that our magnetic field model is rotationally-513

aligned and axisymmetric, contrary to the magnetic field models employed in JIM (o�set514

tilted dipole [Acuna et al., 1983]) and JTGCM (VIP4 [Connerney et al., 1998]). We there-515

fore perform only simple comparisons between this new model and previous Jovian 3D516

MIT models. We note that this new model, as described herein, is midway in its develop-517

ment to include self-consistent 3D MIT coupling.518

With regards to neutral temperature, our model is generally colder than both JIM519

and JTGCM with the exception being in the low-altitude polar regions where our mod-520

els have comparable temperatures. JIM’s atmospheric temperature increases from 400 K521

at the models lower boundary to 1200 K at its upper boundary and is heated primarily522

by Joule heating and auroral particle precipitation. It is worth noting that while the JIM523

model did reach a quasi-dynamical equilibrium state it did not achieve thermal equilibrium524

during its model runs. JTGCM includes ion drag, particle precipitation and Joule heat-525

ing but their Joule heating parameterization requires being down-scaled to 15% in order526

to reproduce equatorial temperature profiles comparable to those observed by the Galileo527

Probe. JTGCM’s high-latitude temperatures reach ⇠1100 K in the southern polar region528

and ⇠900 K in the northern due to asymmetries in the VIP4 magnetic field model.529

Zonal thermospheric neutral velocities were found to be of order ⇠0.5 km s�1 in the530

JIM model [e.g. Millward et al., 2005] compared to ⇠1.6 km s�1 and ⇠0.6 km s�1 respec-531

tively in JTGCMs southern and northern auroral ovals [e.g. Majeed et al., 2016]. These532

result from ion winds of ⇠1 km s�1 in JIM and ⇠3.5 km s�1 in JTGCM (note that ion533

winds are imposed in JTGCM). The zonal winds in our new model are typically stronger534

(more subcorotating) than both JIM and JTGCM, reaching sub-corotating values of ⇠2.7 km s�1.535

Our model also includes a region equatorward of the auroral oval where the neutral atmo-536

sphere super-corotates with speeds up to ⇠0.25 km s�1 resulting from the Coriolis force537

and the strong (⇠0.2 � 0.3 km s�1) low altitude poleward winds. Above the peak con-538

ducting region, our meridional flows switch to being equatoward and with similar speed.539

These equatorward flows slow down to only a few m s�1 at the equator. The meridional540

winds in JTGCM and JIM are stronger than in the model presented herein and reach pole-541

ward speeds up to ⇠0.6 km s�1 and equatoward speeds of ⇠0.25 km s�1. As discussed542

above, JTGCM employs the VIP4 magnetic field model which causes considerable asym-543

metry in heating and neutral flows. As such, JTGCM also obtains strong (⇠0.1�0.2 km s�1)544

equatorward flows even at low southern latitudes which allows for the redistribution of545

heat from the auroral region.546

5 Summary and conclusions547

Jupiter’s upper atmosphere is ⇠700 K hotter than predicted based on solar EUV548

heating alone. The interaction with Jupiter’s strong and dynamic magnetosphere is thought549

to play a vital role in heating its upper atmosphere to its observed temperatures. However,550
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to date no coupled magnetosphere-ionosphere-thermosphere model has been able to self-551

consistently reproduce Jupiter’s thermospheric temperatures without imposing particular552

plasma flows, large Pedersen conductances inconsistent with modelling/predictions, and/or553

including a low-latitude heat source such as acoustic wave breaking or small-scale Joule554

heating generated by fluctuating electric fields. We present a new model of Jupiter’s MIT555

coupled system that couples a three-dimensional atmospheric general circulation model to556

an axisymmetric magnetosphere model. This new model is an intermediate step towards557

the development of a self-consistently coupled 3D atmosphere-magnetosphere model. We558

compare this new model to its two-dimensional predecessor, available observations and559

other 3D Jovian upper atmosphere models.560

Compared to the 2D simulations of Yates et al. [2014], the new model has a mean561

temperature that is ⇠60 K hotter, with a maximum temperature that is ⇠200 K hotter in562

the polar regions. Zonal and poleward neutral winds were found to be comparable in both563

simulations while the equatorward winds are twice as strong (⇠190 m s�1) in the new564

3D simulation resulting in more energy transport from high to low latitudes. 3D vertical565

winds were also found to be 2-3⇥ stronger in the upward direction and half as strong in566

the downward direction. The velocity shear between the neutrals and plasma is larger in567

the 2D simulation between 74 � 86� leading to larger MI coupling currents, powers, and568

UV emission. Our 3D model is still in development and is not yet fully comparable to569

the other 3D Jovian thermosphere models available. However, our model is converging570

towards the results found in the JIM and JTGCM models and unlike these models it also571

includes self-consistent coupling between the ionosphere and magnetosphere. Our model572

also compares reasonably well with some ionospheric wind observations and its predicted573

total UV power is of the same order of magnitude as those determined from HST obser-574

vations. The neutral temperatures in the auroral and polar regions are comparable to the575

lower range of observed temperatures while the models equatorial temperatures are still a576

few 100 K colder than observed.577

The axisymmetric rotationally-aligned magnetosphere model that we employ in578

this study results in a small (few degrees latitude) circular region of interaction between579

Jupiter’s magnetosphere and atmosphere centred on 74� latitude. In actuality, Jupiter’s580

magnetic field is tilted with respect to its rotation axis and has very complex structure581

[e.g. Connerney et al., 2018]. Furthermore, observations of Jupiter’s auroral emission -582

a ‘visible’ manifestation of the MI interaction - show that this interaction region is any-583

thing but small and circular; in fact, it is highly asymmetric within and between each584

hemisphere [e.g. Connerney et al., 2017]. Such a complex asymmetric interaction region585

would lead to di�erent neutral flow and heating structures which cannot be simulated with586

the current model setup. The JIM and JTGCM models, while not self-consistently cou-587

pling the atmosphere and magnetosphere, do employ more realistic magnetic field mod-588

els at the planet which is one of the main reasons that their findings are di�erent from589

those presented above. The next step in the development of the presented model is to in-590

clude a more realistic magnetic field model [e.g. Connerney et al., 2018] including real-591

istic mapping from the magnetosphere to the ionosphere and local time variation, a more592

detailed ionosphere model [e.g. Blelly et al., 2019], and parameterizations allowing for the593

incorporation of atmospheric waves [e.g. Tao et al., 2009; Müller-Wodarg et al., 2019].594

This model will be the most realistic three-dimensional representation of Jupiter’s coupled595

magnetosphere-atmosphere system.596
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